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Additional Information and Where to Find It: 
micromobility.com, Inc. (“micromobility.com”) files quarterly, annual and current reports with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), and those reports are available on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov. You may obtain a copy of 
those reports and each of the company’s other filings with the SEC, without charge at the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov or by writing to micromobility.com, Inc., 32 Old Slip, New York, NY 10005, Attn: Salvatore Palella, Chief Executive Officer. 

No Offer or Solicitation  
This presentation is not an offer or a solicitation with respect to any securities or in respect of any transactions and shall neither constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall there be any sale of securities 
in any jurisdiction in which the offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to the registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction.  

Forward Looking Statements  
Certain statements made in this press release are "forward-looking statements'' within the meaning of the "safe harbor" provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements may be identified by the 
use of words such as "anticipate", "believe", "expect", "estimate", "plan", "outlook", and "project" and other similar expressions that predict or indicate future events or trends or that are not statements of historical matters. These forward-looking 
statements reflect the current analysis of existing information and are subject to various risks and uncertainties. As a result, caution must be exercised in relying on forward looking statements. Due to known and unknown risks, actual results may 
differ materially from the Company’s expectations or projections. The following factors, among others, could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in these forward-looking statements: (i) the failure to meet projected 
development and production targets; (ii) changes in applicable laws or regulations;(iii) the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Company and its current or intended markets; and (iv) other risks and uncertainties described herein, as well as 
those risks and uncertainties discussed from time to time in other reports and other public filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") by the Company. Additional information concerning these and other factors that may 
impact the Company’s expectations and projections can be found in its periodic filings with the SEC, including its Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021. The Company’s SEC filings are available publicly on 
the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov. Any forward-looking statement made by us in this press release is based only on information currently available to Micromobility.com and speaks only as of the date on which it is made. Micromobility.com 
undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statement, whether written or oral, that may be made from time to time, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise, except as required by law." 

Industry and Market Data 
In this Investor Presentation, Micromobility.com relies on and refers to information and statistics in the sectors in which it competes. Micromobility.com obtained this information and statistics from third-party sources believed to be reliable, 
including reports by market research firms. Micromobility.com has supplemented this information where necessary with its own internal estimates, taking into account publicly available information about other industry participants and its 
management’s best view as to information that is not publicly available. Micromobility.com has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of any such third-party information. 

Use of Projections 
This presentation contains financial forecasts. Micromobility.com’s auditor has not audited, reviewed, compiled or performed any procedures with respect to the company’s projections for the purpose of its inclusion in this presentation, and 
accordingly, it has not expressed an opinion or provided any other form of assurance with respect thereto for the purpose of this presentation. These projections are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as being 
necessarily indicative of future results. In this presentation, certain of the above-mentioned projected information has been provided for purposes of providing comparisons with historical data. The assumptions and estimates underlying the 
prospective financial information are inherently uncertain and are subject to a wide variety of significant business, economic and competitive risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the 
prospective financial information. Projections are inherently uncertain due to a number of factors outside of Micromobility.com’s control. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that the prospective results are indicative of any future performance 
of Micromobility.com or that actual results will not differ materially from those presented in the prospective financial information. Inclusion of the prospective financial information in this presentation should not be regarded as a representation by 
any person that the results contained in the prospective financial information will be achieved.

Disclaimer
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As the new mobility movement shifts from revolution to 
evolution, success will be defined by collaboration and 

consolidation across our industry worldwide. 
  

To help achieve our collective ambitions                                                
is committed to creating a community of industry change 

makers on a mission to encourage cleaner and safer 
mobility choices and more healthy liveable cities.
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4 pillars of micromobility.com

The four core pillars

Shared Mobility Private Fleets 
& Long Term Rentals

news

EditorialRetail Sales

1 2

3 4

retail
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1  Shared Mobility 

2  Private Fleets 

3  Retail Sales 

4  Editorial



| shared mobility| 6

Shared short term rental fleets
Global shared micromobility through a vast array of vehicles, all in the same app

e-Scooter e-Wheels e-Mopede-Bike



| shared mobility| 7

Shared Mobility, Global Coverage
World-wide coverage through over 20.000 electric vehicles serving a network of around 15M users
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1  Shared Mobility 

2  Private Fleets 

3  Retail Sales 

4  Editorial



| private fleets & LTR|

Long Term Rentals
Personal smart intra-urban mobility month-to-month
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Our long-term rental program is an option for individuals and 
businesses who need reliable transportation without the financial 
commitment of purchasing a vehicle.  

Key benefits of our program: 

• Flexibility: Enable customers to rent month to month without long 
term commitments. The freedom of micromobility, paired with the 
reliability and comfort of a personal vehicle.  

• Convenience: We handle maintenance and repairs, freeing up time 
and resources to focus on what really matters. 

• Reduced Risk: Avoid upfront investments and potential unexpected 
repair costs with our new, efficient, and reliable vehicles.

$129.99 / mo

Private MyWheels

• City permits not needed to operate 

• Shared labor & warehouse cost with 
mobility & retail in existing 
operational cities 

• Utilize retail locations to boost sales 
and retention through customer 
experience 

• Dedicated app experience



| private fleets & LTR|

B2B, Corporate & Campus Fleets
Custom programs built for various use cases chosen by leading corporations globally
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University Campuses Corporate Fleets Delivery Services

Exclusive Micro-Mobility Partner of E&I 
Cooperative Services to expand Campus’ 

operations in North America bypassing RFP 
processes with 5,800 member universities 

Dedicated access to fleets of e-vehicles to 
employees of medium & large corporations. 

              is paying for Helbiz Wheels 
commuter subscription plan for its 

employees. 

Dedicated, personalized fleets of electric 
vehicles to companies employing networks 

of drivers or with delivery needs. 

Wheels is the only fully electric vehicle 
in                       vehicle marketplace.
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2  Private Fleets 

3  Retail Sales 
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| retail| 12

Retail sales & e-commerce
Establishing the first global personal micromobility hub

28 pt

• Online hub offering a curated array of products from proprietary 
brands & top-tier industry partners to create the first global 
personal micromobility hub 

• Carefully selected products supported by professional editorial 
reviews and interviews to respective management executives to 
allow customers to make informed choices and revolutionize their 
intra-urban commutes 

• Fully electric and sustainable selection of products and 
accessories to drive the industry towards new environmentally 
friendly standards
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Hybrid Showroom Touchpoints
Hybrid approach to retail utilizing stores and selected warehouses as 
showrooms and service centers to upsell and boost Long Term Rentals

Physical touchpoint to enhance local presence and foster customer engagement, 
driving product sales of proprietary and partner vehicles, Wheels’ long-term rentals, 
and activation of subscriptions while also strengthening brand presence, cultivating 
deeper connections with customers, and showcasing innovative micromobility 
solutions to a wider audience. 

• Enhancing local presence with physical touchpoints to boost sales, rentals, and 
service activations while strengthening brand and customer connections 

• Maximizing Wheels’ Long Term Rental availability and customer retention by 
having a physical touchpoint for subscriptions and assistance in parallel to the 
Wheels website and App 

• Stores and repurposed warehouses for pick-up/drop-off points and maintenance, 
ensuring end-to-end customer care
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1  Shared Mobility 

2  Private Fleets 

3  Retail Sales 

4  Editorial



| editorial|

|  Editorial Presence
Establishing the voice of the industry
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The indispensable source of 
industry news, insight and 
intelligence for B2B and B2G 
decision-makers. 

The trusted, independent 
source of consumer news, 
reviews and test information on 
the latest products and 
services in the new mobility 
market. 

A multi-stakeholder network of 
industry change-makers with 
an ambitious agenda to grow 
the sustainable mobility 
movement. 

Live and online event platform 
developed for our global B2B 
and B2G community. 

Cause-driven content and 
creative studio, working to 
support partner brands on a 
mission to encourage cleaner 
and safer mobility choices and 
more healthy liveable cities. 

News  
(B2G & B2B)

News  
(B2C) ContentCommunity Industry Events

news



Company structure
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Spinning off non-core business units, such as Helbiz’s 
food delivery HelbizKitchen, and sports streaming, 
HelbizLive, by the end of 2023 to bring back a 
re-sharpened focus on moving people through mobility.

Media

Transit

Food DeliveryLeasing

Now

2024

Consolidated resharpened 
focus on mobility

Taxi

TaxiTransit



Environmental, Social & Governance

Powered by 
renewable 
energy

Recycled 
down to the 
last screw

Fully CO2 
neutral in 
2024

Commitment 
to Social 
Equity

Current Alignment

Future Alignment
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Global Management
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Selected individuals to drive international growth & strategic operational excellence

Salvatore Palella Giulio Profumo Jonathan Hannestad Nemanja Stancic Ruggero Cipriani
Founder & CEO Chief Financial Officer Chief Operating Officer Chief Technology Officer Chief Marketing Officer

Serial entrepreneur with Investment 
and startup experience.

Former investment banker at 
Rothschild and Citigroup with 
proven investment and startup 
experience. 

Led creation of the Helbiz 
ecosystem from its inception. 
Previously founded various 
software startups.

Accredited CTO with extensive 
portfolio including former 3x MVP 
at Microsoft.

Former Marketing Lead of leading 
fashion and jewelry brands in EU 
with start-up experience.
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